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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
ANDY HART
Dear Members,
On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff of FFGA, it gives me great pleasure to
welcome members, guests and friends to the 2020 AGM.
As you are no doubt aware, FFGA endeavors to offer a variety of events each year that are
topical, practical and hopefully thought provoking. Overtime, as our body of knowledge of
the biological function of our soils has expanded so too has the focus of FFGA from merely
growing grass to feed livestock, to the vital role our industry performs. Whether in
stabilizing ecosystems, water cycle and infiltration, carbon sequestration or biologically
invigorating our soil, forages and grazing are very much part of what keeps this land
healthy.
For producers who were unable to take part in the Western Canada Conference on Soil
Health and Grazing this past December, you missed out on many world class presenters.
Those in attendance could not help but come home excited to apply some of the principles
they were exposed to.
This past summer FFGA launched a multi-year Soil Carbon Bench marking project. We
took soil samples from participants throughout our region. With the growing conversation
on environmental services, carbon taxes, carbon credit etc., it is our hope that we can help
verify the positive role that forages and good applied grazing practices can play in soil
health and moving the carbon sequestration needle in a positive direction. In part, in my
opinion, this is a preemptive measure to defend our industry against those forces that are
opposed to grazing animals and in meat consumption in general. There is some thought
that at a future date we may be discussing the monetization of good grazing practices and
we want to contribute to that conversation.
Once again this year FFGA organized a 3-Day Jim Gerrish Grazing School. This was fully
booked and very capably hosted by the Waldron Ranch Grazing Cooperative and Ranch
Manager and FFGA Director Mike Roberts. If you are not familiar with the cell grazing
program at the Waldron, you owe it to yourselves to have a visit with Mike. We are very
fortunate to have the Waldron in our region.
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This year as other years, FFGA lead our International Agricultural Tour to Texas. This
years tour was held in February and went to tropical Costa Rica. As that tour has only
just returned, I am looking forward to hearing the feedback.
FFGA relies heavily on financial support through Alberta Agriculture and Forestry to
deliver our programs and maintain our office and staff. It is no secret that the current
government is attempting to find ways to tackle a growing budget deficit. This has led
to some uncertainty surrounding our funding going forward. The board has and will
continue to identify ways to broaden our donor and membership base. The topic of
regenerative agriculture is gaining momentum. The value and importance of an
organization such as FFGA cannot be overstated in that conversation.
Graziers have lately taken some knocks for what we do. Some are deserved, many are
undeserved. As I travel around the countryside, I am both heartened and dismayed by
some of the images I see. I’ve observed fine examples of applied grazing principles and
water stewardship that I believe will lead to many positive environmental
enhancements. However, I also see examples that make it clear that our message has
not reached all of our fellow producers. FFGA still has much work to do.
I look forward to a robust discussion at this years AGM as the membership provides
input and direction for the new board. There will be, as per our bylaws, four retiring
directors, so there is an opportunity to harness up four fresh horses (so to speak). I am
excited to see what the future holds for FFGA. As I will be retiring from the board, I will
take this opportunity to thank the board
members for the lively monthly exchange of
ideas and camaraderie. I also want to
recognize our staff; Manager Laura Gibney and
Environmental & Communications Coordinator
Sonja Bloom for their prompt and efficient
professionalism. They are the day to day face
of FFGA and we could not function without
them.
Kind Regards,

Andy Hart
FFGA Chairman
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MANAGER'S REPORT
LAURA GIBNEY
2019 will be remembered by many as the year with localized weather patterns, severe drought
to excessive moisture that made it impossible to get hay cut, dried and put up. Early and
repeated snowfall made it impossible to get crop off in some areas where others reported
bumper yields. Variability seemed to be the 2019 theme which is a good reminder to all of us
to have plans A, B and C and still be ready to adapt and adjust the best we can.
Here at FFGA we had an active and exciting year with our first ever summer student, Jodi Giles,
who was an asset to the team; especially with an increase in project work in 2019. We
collected 53 soil samples in cooperation with 13 producers as part of the Alberta Soil Health
Benchmark project. These samples were analyzed for chemical, physical and biological
components. We are one of 11 associations partnering on this project to map Alberta’s soils;
cultivated land, tame pasture, native range and annual crops. We look forward to the
continuation of this 5-year project and the use of Chinook Applied Research Association’s Soil
Health Lab in Oyen. Jodi stayed busy collecting soil samples, networking with innovative
producers at FFGA and industry events as well as with the development and manning of the
FFGA booth at Cattle Trail at the Calgary Stampede. While a booth at Stampede is a bit of a
stretch under the FFGA mandate of reaching producers, it has become increasingly important
that we help spread the good news of agriculture to consumers and the public on the quality
and safety of our products, animal welfare and environmental benefits and challenges that our
industry offers and faces.
We had another great year with 26 events and 4 demonstration projects. Highlights include
the Reap What You Sow; Grazing & Electric Fence field day at Gerald Vandervalks, the Level 2,
3-day Grazing School with Jim Gerrish at the Waldron Grazing Co-op, and the Winter Feed &
Water Workshop that focused on utilizing and managing alternate feeds given the abundance
of low grade crops in the fall. We partnered on many events including Ladies Livestock
Lessons, Ranching Opportunities, the Southern Alberta Grazing School for Women, Soil Health
& Carbon events, Cow Calfenomic workshops and more.
The more active we are on the landscape and within industry circles the more FFGA seems to
come to people’s minds. The relationships and partnerships that we have been cultivating
continue to grow. The network and community within our industry continues to amaze me.
Being with FFGA 10 years now I love seeing familiar faces, meeting new people and watching
how the connections we make continue to grow.
Coming full circle on the theme of adaptability and change, it has been the most challenging
year that I have experienced with FFGA on a funding front. With winds of change blowing
through our provincial government came a lot of uncertainty for FFGA’s core funding from the
province which historically makes up about 60% of our annual operating budget.
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We were at the end of a 3-year contract with the Agricultural Opportunities Fund which came
to an end in the spring of 2019. However, we did receive a one-time Transitional Grant to get
us through the 2019 year. It was less than we had received in recent years and the news came
later than usual which left FFGA in a challenging position to develop the 2019 budget. The
board and staff decided to move ahead with our program as usual, even at a slight increase in
our deliverables with addition of our summer student due to the commitment to the Soil
Health Benchmark Project.
We applied for more small project grants than usual which makes the tracking, recording and
administration more complicated with balancing multiple grants. The board has been careful
over the past 10 years to create a financial cushion for FFGA in the case that our government
funding is reduced or cut. With careful consideration FFGA came through 2019 with many
quality events and programs but did run at a calculated loss (which the accountant tells us is
good from time to time as a non-profit). However, the uncertainty continues into 2020 and we
have instilled a bit of caution as we move ahead while focusing on our typical programs in the
coming year. Early in 2020 FFGA has been active in Alberta Agriculture and Forestry’s FarmerLed Research public and stakeholder consultations. Where this all shakes out is yet to be seen
but we are encouraged to have back to ‘normal’ levels of funding from the provincial
government for the 2020 year.
2019 wrapped up with both a sense of success and loss. The feather in our cap was the 2019
Western Canada Conference on Soil Health and Grazing in Edmonton that sold out with 550
attendees. The excitement and momentum for regenerative agriculture is truly inspirational
and something we need to continue sharing with producers, industry and consumers; what an
exciting movement to be a part of! The loss being the cut of 50 Alberta Agriculture staff across
the province, some of whom were key players in the work FFGA does and instrumental in the
Alberta and Canadian forage industry. I am greatly saddened by the loss of these invaluable
people and hope to continue to work with many of them as they find their stride in other
capacities within the industry.
We continue to deliver innovative, regenerative and pertinent agriculture information to our
members through workshops, conferences, field days, our newsletter and social media
platforms. Thank you to all of our partners, funders and producer members who provide the
support, ideas and strength of this organization.
A big thank you to the board of directors for
their continued engagement, passion, dedication
and leadership as we move forward with
purpose, a clear vision and direction.
Stay connected for another great year,

Laura Gibney
FFGA Manager
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COORDINATOR'S REPORT
SONJA BLOOM

The saying “time flies when your having fun” rang true in 2019! My second year with FFGA was
a whirlwind that saw some odd weather patterns, (snow in September?!?!), gave me plenty of
opportunities to travel and allowed me to continue learning about the Forage & Livestock
Industries as well as network with more members, a definite highlight for me!
February was a busy month for me as I had two trips planned. First, I traveled to Quebec with
my husband and mother-in law to visit family. I found Quebec to be quite interesting in terms
of architect, history and the sheer number of dairies. We traveled from Montreal to Maria in
the Gaspe Peninsula, a trip that takes about 8.5 hours by car and gave me plenty of time to
observe the rural areas. Luckily, we rented a bright yellow, brand-new Jeep Wrangler 4x4 so we
were prepared for the obscene amount of snow the East Coast is famous for. It really is
shocking to see snowbanks over 10 feet high. I would love to travel back to Quebec in the
Summer/Fall to see the beautiful colours and to hopefully connect with some local producers
and learn about agriculture in Quebec. 4 days after I landed back in Calgary, I was back on a
plane travelling to Texas with the FFGA International Ag & Sightseeing Tour. I would be lying if I
didn’t say that I was a bit nervous to be leading my first ever tour, but between the amazing
group of travelers, our awesome bus driver and the organization & dedication of Leader Tours
I can confidently say that being a Tour Leader is a lot of fun and no big deal! Texas was
incredible. My trip highlights were the Johnson Space Centre (I got to stand next to a fully
functional, real life Saturn V rocket!!!), the Houston Stock Show, The King Ranch and our tours
of 3 local cattle producers’ operations. If you get a chance to join FFGA on one of our
International Ag & Sightseeing tours take advantage of the opportunity. You will get a unique
tour in that you connect with local producers and see areas of the country that most tourists
never see.
FFGA had a huge year in terms of events & projects. We hosted or co-hosted 26 events and
continued our work on 4 projects. The full list of these events & projects can be found later in
the Annual Report, but I wanted to highlight my favorites. I am proud that with our municipal
partners I led 7 Environmental Farm Plan workshops throughout the FFGA area. Other
highlights included the Texas International Agricultural & Sightseeing Tour, Reap What You
Sow: Electric Fencing & Grazing 101 workshop, Ladies Livestock Lessons, Calgary Stampede
Cattle Trail, Level 2 Grazing School with Jim Gerrish on the Waldron Ranch Grazing Co-op, the
Union Forage Field day and the Western Canada Conference on Soil Health & Grazing. Not only
did these events help me continue to learn about the industry, they also gave me a chance to
build up FFGA’s photo gallery. I am a photographer and take most of the photos that FFGA uses
in our publications. If you come out to our events I am the person with the backpack full of
gear and the camera around my neck and you will almost always find me hanging out with the
cows, (they are my favorite subject to shoot).
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Communications continue to be a strong point for FFGA. We continue to build our Social Media
presence and remain the most followed Applied Research/Forage Association on Facebook
with 1,958 followers and second most followed group on Twitter with 1,225 followers. These
numbers are impressive and prove that FFGA is a trusted source of factual information around
regenerative agriculture, farming & ranching in Alberta and the forage & livestock industries.
Our Newsletter, Grassroots News and Views, continues to be a popular publication and goes out
to roughly 230 farms & ranches each month, as well as over 47 companies and 14
municipalities. If you have any feedback on the newsletter or ideas for topics send me a
message at enviro@foothillsforage.com.
The last update I have for 2019 is centered around the Environmental Farm Plan & Producer
Funding. As mentioned earlier I led 7 EFP workshops throughout 2019 in partnership with 6
municipalities. In total we had 67 producers attend and work on their EFP & Action plans.
Those are impressive numbers when you consider that I have only been an EFP Technician for
a little more than a year. 2019 saw a couple changes in funding programs available to
producers. With the abolition of the Provincial Carbon Tax we saw the Farm Energy & AgriProcessing (FEAP) and the On-Farm Solar Voltaic Programs (OFSVP) come to an end. There has
been some new funding come available through the Canadian Agricultural Partnership (CAP)
for Efficient Grain Drying which applies to new grain dryers or helps a producer retrofit existing
equipment to help reduce the overall energy use on operations. Other CAP programs that
producers can take advantage of for cost-share funding include Accelerating the Advancement
of Agricultural Innovation, Adapting Innovative Solutions in Agriculture, Environmental
Stewardship & Climate Change – Producer, Farm Water Supply and Irrigation Efficiency.
2020 is only just beginning and it’s already off to a great start. I’m excited to be part of the
energy around regenerative agriculture and to continue to learn from the best in the business;
YOU. We have an exciting year ahead of us and would love to see you at some, or all of, our
events. I want to wrap up this report by saying thank you for continuing to support FFGA and
for helping us spread the good word about Canadian Agriculture. Thank you to the Board of
Directors for their passion, knowledge, direction and guidance. And finally, thank you to Laura
Gibney; our fearless leader who keeps FFGA operating seamlessly and puts up with my antics!
If you find yourself in High River be sure to
come visit us. The coffee is always strong
and the conversation is always fresh!

Sonja Bloom
Communications &
Environmental Coordinator
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ARECA REPORT
ALAN HALL
Hi everyone.
Reflecting on the past year, it has been a bit of a whirl! It has been a real challenge and
most enjoyable on a part time basis.
The great work of and the results of the efforts of Forage and Applied Research Associations
throughout the province had not gone unnoticed. Farmers throughout Alberta continue to be
involved with and derive significant value from the many projects and extension efforts
associations have provided. I hear this directly from farmers and ranchers as I travel around.
There have been several discussions with our new Provincial Government over the past year,
and their support is so very much appreciated.
Kudo’s to our Ag Minister as he has worked hard through several visits and discussions with
ARECA and various associations. For example, on October 24, 2019 budget night, our Minister
asked for a one-hour conference call with all associations. ARECA organized the call and the call
happened, and Minister showed strong support for the role and work of associations. The
Minister committed to continued support and we are sorting out details around financing and
expect this to be resolved soon. On going core funding coupled with access to CAP funding for
projects will serve associations well.
Relationships have strengthened with the Canadian Forage and Grasslands Association. CFGA
sees ARECA as a key ingredient in coordinating their programs and funding here in Alberta. We
are engaged with them in developing a new module for Environmental Farm Plan (EFP), and in
figuring out how grasslands can be paid for carbon sequestration. These efforts will continue
as resource sustainability and improvement continue to take on importance to the agricultural
sector. In addition, ARECA is continuing its carbon sequestration on pastures efforts that were
started 3 years ago. Renewed CAP funding for this undertaking will result in additional funding
for those associations involved.
As we are all aware, some associations are not currently members of ARECA. However, we
continue to work with them on a number of fronts. Some CAP projects involved both ARECA
members and non-members. We have worked on coordinating messaging and discussions
with Minister and Commissions. All associations were involved in the planned MLA reception
back in November that unfortunately at last minute had to be rescheduled as MLAs were called
away to a special Caucus meeting. We are looking to reschedule this as the focus was farmer
led research and helping MLAs see the merits of having a strong applied research and
extension associations component of the farmer led research changes that are under
development.
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ARECA has been in preliminary discussions with the Province to take on a possible leadership
role with respect to resource sustainability. Early days yet in these discussions, so the coming
weeks/months may lead to something. Currently ARECA is in the second year of a 5 year
contract to deliver EFP throughout the province. We have been approached by a couple of
companies who want to use EFP for their sustainable sourcing of crops. This is a new
application of EFP but one that is not unexpected as the crop industry evolves to sustainable
sourcing approaches.
ARECA and our member associations were active together in Trade Shows around three
conferences this past year:
Canadian Beef Industry Conference in Calgary in August
Western Canada Conference on Soil Health and Grazing in Edmonton in December
Provincial ASB Conference in Banff in January
On a final note, we have been very involved in the farmer led research discussions,
consultations, and soon into developing the next steps as this change continues to evolve. There
will be some superb opportunities for forage and applied research associations to continue to
bring results and good value to farmers and ranchers.
When we look at rural Alberta, for the most part other than the Highway 2 corridor, the
associations are the primary capacity for applied/adaptive research and extension in our
province. Farmers and ranchers are counting on the farmer/rancher led associations to keep up
the good work!
The continued strong focus on reducing production and quality risk, optimizing use of inputs
and production systems for strong profits and best economic yield, and sustaining/improving
our soil, water and ecosystem resources over time that will help both productivity and access to
markets for what we produce; all need associations shoulders to the wheel. We are well
positioned to generate significant value to our ranchers and farmers. By keeping our focus on
results ranchers and farmers are expecting from us, and using that as the business case to raise
the financing necessary, we will be successful. We have a very strong applied/adaptive research
and extension role to play in whatever the changes are that are forthcoming with respect to
farmer led research.

Alan Hall,
Executive Director
ARECA
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FFGA EVENTS
Texas International Agrculture & Sightseeing Tour
AGM & Tour of the a7 Ranche
Soil Health Field Days with Jill Clapperton
Reap What You Sow: Grazing & Electric Fencing 101
Level 2 Grazing School with Jim Gerrish
Soil Carbon & Soil Health Field Days
Winter Feed & Water Workshop
Environmental Farm Plan Series

PARTNER EVENTS
Ladies Livestock Lessons
Cow Calfenomics
Ranching Opportunities
Calgary Stampede Cattle Trail
Southern Alberta Grazing School for Women
Rancher Researcher Summer Tour
Canadian Beef Industry Conference
Union Forage Field Day
Western Canada Conference on Soil Health & Grazing

2019 EVENTS
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TEXAS AGRICULTURAL & SIGHTSEEING TOUR
FEBRUARY 17 TO MARCH 2, 2019
From February 16 to March 2, 2019 34 travelers took in the sights of the Lone Star State. From our
first stop at Buckee's it became apparent that "everything is bigger in Texas" was more than a slogan;
it's how they live!
Our group enjoyed many agricultural stops such as the Texas A & M University in which we learned
about beef production in Texas, a tour of the Fort Worth Stockyards and Billy Bob's; the largest Honky
Tonk Bar and tours of the Texas Cowboy Hall of Fame, and the Texas Ranger Hall of Fame in Waco,
Wine tastings and a delicious BBQ in Fredericksburg, and a tour of the infamous King Ranch. Our
favorite ag stops on this trip was with the Fagan Family who raise Brangus commercial cattle (and are
exceptional cooks & hosts) and J.D Hudgins Inc who are among the first ranchers to develop the
Brahman Breed. We met with another local producer, Mark, who toured us through the Cotton Gin
Museum and led a bus tour to see Cotton fields (which were still unharvested since the fall due to
considerable rain), and finished our Agricultural Tour with 3 fantastic days at the Houston Stock Show
where the International Committee treated us like royality...kudos to that group for all that they did!
Our Sightseeing tour took us to the Magnolia Market (any Chip & Joanna fans out there?!?!), the
Alamo, Japanese Tea Gardens, Mission Concepcion and a riverboat tour in San Antonio, a tour of the
USS Lexington in Corpus Christi, and the NASA Johnson Space Centre.
Our International Agricultural & Sightseeing tours are a great way to travel, enjoy each others
company and see sights that tourist normally wouldn't see. Thank you to Leader Tours for working
hard to put together these amazing trips and for all of our travellers who have joined us on past trips!
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & A7 RANCHE TOUR
MARCH 20, 2019

│ MEADOWBANK COMMUNITY HALL

On March 20, 2019 FFGA hosted our Annual General Meeting at the
Meadow Bank Community Hall. There were 57 people in attendance. Our
business meeting saw FFGA Director Morrie Goetjen present a Special
Resolution to update FFGA's Objects & Bylaws to better reflect how FFGA
is conducting business. These changes were voted on and carried by the
FFGA members in attendance.
An Election of Directors took place as Stan Wiebe stepped down after
service 2 consecutive 3-year terms and Rod Vergouwen was up for reelection after serving 1 3-year term. The vote took place in which Rod
Vergouwen was re-elected to serve another 3-year term and Marcel Busz
was elected to begin his first 3-year term.
After the business meeting attendees traveled to the a7 Ranche. John
Cross gave us an in depth tour of their extensive winter watering system
that relies on natural springs. The tour was well received with lots of
discussion from participants.

SOIL HEALTH FIELD DAYS WITH DR. JILL CLAPPERTON
JUNE 11 & 12, 2019

│ NANTON & RUGBY COMMUNITY HALLS

On June 11th & 12th FFGA hosted 2 Soil Health Field Days with Dr. Jill
Clapperton. We began our tour on June 11th at the Meadow Bank Hall
and Rocking P Ranch. We were joined by 37 FFGA members, 18 nonmember producers and 1 industry representative.
Our second day was on June 12th at the Rugby Community Hall near
Cremona and saw 9 FFGA members, 12 non-member producers and 4
industry representatives.
Both days were engaging and saw a nice mix of classroom and handson/in-field sessions. We learned about; the principles of soil health, soil,
crop & pasture management to optimize soil health, the deep dive into
mixed species cropping and pasture stitching, and saw water infiltration
demonstrations that show healthy soil characteristics & how to measure
results.
Our hosting partners on these events included; Cardston County, MD
Willow Creek, MD Ranchlands, Rocky View County, Mountain View
County, MD Bighorn and Kneehill County.
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REAP WHAT YOU SOW: GRAZING & FENCING 101
JUNE 25, 2019

│ VXV FARMS

Every year FFGA asks it's members for ideas on workshops. One idea
we've heard a few times was to offer more "introductory" courses for our
new members. With that feedback in mind we developed the Reap What
You Sow: Grazing & Fencing 101 workshop. On June 25th FFGA hosted
this workshop at Gerald Vandervalk's ranch in the Claresholm region.
The day was a huge success with 29 FFGA Members, 11 non-member
producers and 5 industry representatives in attendance. We learned
about Grazing Principles - plant physiology, rotational grazing and rest
periods from Jim Bauer with Anchor JB Ranch Ltd, Watering systems from
Gerald Vandervalk with VXV Farms Ltd and Electric Fencing from Jason
Williams with DATAMARS. The day was informative and reminded us that
the basics are just as important as the "advanced" principles and theories
we offer.
Our hosting partners for this event were; MD Willow Creek & DATAMARS.

LEVEL 2 GRAZING SCHOOL WITH JIM GERRISH
JULY 15-17, 2019

│WALDRON RANCH GRAZING COOP & MAYCROFT HALL

In July FFGA brought Jim Gerrish back to Alberta for a 3-day Level 2
Grazing School at the Waldron Ranch Grazing Coop. This event was a
huge success with 34 FFGA members, 12 non member producers and 8
industry representatives attending the school. Everyone who attended
gave positive reviews and requested another grazing school in the future.
Jim Gerrish is a renowned grazier from Idaho that has worked with FFGA
for many years to deliver quality grazing schools. This school taught
participants about; stocking rate, stock density, residual, intake, balancing
use and recovery, year-round grazing and feed allocation. The
combination of classroom and field sessions with Jim provided both the
conceptual and practical application of Management-intensive Grazing
(MiG).
Our hosting partners for this event included; MD Ranchlands, Cardston
County, MD Pincher Creek, and MD Willow Creek.
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SOIL CARBON & SOIL HEALTH FIELD DAYS
OCTOBER 16 & 21, 2019

│ IRRICANA CURLING CLUB & HERITAGE ACRES

On October 16 & 21 FFGA was joined by 19 FFGA members, 11 nonmember producers and 21 industry representatives for 2 1-day
workshops on Soil Carbon & Soil Health. These workshops covered how
to sequester more carbon, reduce your inputs, make the most of your
rainfall and how to grow healthier food. The Soil Carbon & Soil Health
Workshops were developed in partnership with Food Water Wellness and
the work that they are doing through the Alberta Soil Carbon
Quantification project.
The Workshop in Irricana gave us an opportunity to tour the Wray
Ranches Swath Grazing where they are looking at the impacts of 4
different treatments that include fertilizer & microbial applications. The
swath grazing mix consisted of Maverick Barley, Oats, Wheat, Winter
Wheat, Sweet Clover, Sunflower, Chicory, Plantain, Hybrid Sorghum,
Millet, Flax, Phacilia, and the Swath Graze Blend and Ultimate Blend from
Union Forage.
Hosting partners for this workshop include; Food Water Wellness,
Cardston County, Kneehill County, Rocky View County, Wheatland County,
MD Pincher Creek. Funding came from the Alberta Government.

WINTER FEED & WATER WORKSHOP
NOVEMBER 13, 2019

│ CARSELAND COMMUNITY HALL

In 2018 FFGA developed the Winter Feed & Water workshop and hosted it
in the Linden area. This event was so popular we wanted to bring it back
in 2019. This year we partnered with Wheatland County, Vulcan County,
Sundog Solar and Nutrien Ag Solutions to bring this workshop to the
Carseland Community Hall. We had 7 FFGA members, 13 non-member
producers and 9 industry representatives in attendance.
Topics covered included; Feed tests, why feed testing is important,
collection of samples, the producer perspective; winter feeding
strategies, water management and solar fencing and watering
systems. We had a quick presentation from Sarah with Wheatland County
regarding the CAP programs that producers can take advantage of to
help cover some of the costs associated with these some of these
concepts and Sonja Bloom talked about the Environmental Farm Plan
which is a prerequisite for CAP funding.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FARM PLAN SERIES
VARIOUS DATES IN 2019

│ VARIOUS LOCATIONS

2019 was a busy year for Environmental Farm Plan Workshops. We worked
with 6 of our municipal partners to deliver 7 EFP workshops throughout the
FFGA region. We had 67 producers attend these events with the purpose of
working on the EFP and Action Plans and learning more about the available
funding through the Canadian Agricultural Partnership (CAP).
Workshops in 2019;
Vulcan County - January 11th at the Lomond School
MD Willow Creek - January 29th at the MD Willow Creek Office
MD Pincher Creek - March 28th at the MD Pincher Creek Office
Rocky View County - April 24th at the Rocky View County Office
Kneehill County - October 18th at Three Hills Community Centre
Mountain View County - November 19th athe Mountain View County
Office
Vulcan County - November 21 at the Vulcan County Office.

LADIES LIVESTOCK LESSONS
JANUARY 19, 2019

│ APPLE CREEK GOLF COURSE

Ladies Livestock Lessons (LLL) is a workshop designed for women
involved in or interested in the profession of managing livestock. It was
developed with the goals of encouraging and educating women in the
business and to facilitate the opportunity to expand their professional
network. We offer hands on activities, classroom sessions and the
opportunity for women to socialize and connect with other women in the
industry.
This years event took place at the Apple Creek Golf Course in the Airdrie
area. Topics covered include; Agricultural Advocacy & Social Media,
Resilience: Succession Planning for the family business, Classroom Ag
Program, Hybrid Vigour Scoring, Electric Fencing Tips & Tricks, Alberta
Farm Animal Care 101, and The Truth & Consequences of Poisonous
Pasture Plants in Alberta. This event was popular with 7 FFGA members,
51 non-member producers and 2 industry representatives attending.
Ladies Livestock Lessons is hosted by the Red-Bow Agricultural
Partnership. More information on the Red-Bow Ag Partnership can be
found at https://www.redbowag.com/
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COW CALFENOMICS
JANUARY 17 & 22, 2019

│ OLDS COLLEGE & LETHBRIDGE COLLEGE

Cow-Calfenomics returned to Alberta in 2019 at 4 locations throughout
the province; Vermillion, Westlock, Olds and Lethbridge. This years
presentations covered a wide array of topics that included; a market
outlook, succession planning, Lessons Learned on Profitability - Producer
Panel, business planning, cost of production and new cereal varieties for
forage.
These events were hosted by Alberta Agriculture & Forestry, Agriculture
Financial Services Corporation (AFSC), Farm Credit Canada (FCC),
Agricultural Research and Extension Society of Alberta (ARECA) and
Alberta Beef Producers (ABP) and were well attended with 27 FFGA
members, 63 non-member producers and 106 industry representatives
and students.

RANCHING OPPORTUNITIES
FEBRUARY 7, 2019

│ OLDS COLLEGE ALUMNI CENTRE

Ranching Opportunities is a conference designed for producers involved
in or interested in the profession of managing livestock. It was developed
with the goal of promoting environmentally and economically sustainable
livestock production. We offer innovative and thought provoking sessions
tailored to the current industry issues facing livestock producers.
This years Ranching Opportunities coverd a wide range of topics
including; Animal Health: Use, Resistance and Regulation - antimicrobials,
pain mitigation and patient/vet relations, Through the Cattle's Eyes:
Transportation liner tour, Hybrid Vigour Scoring, Remote Delivery
Devices, Benefits and Returns on Watering Systems, Springing Forward
into Grazing: Managing spring pastures after drought and the Producer
Panel: Opportunities in Herd Data. This popular event saw 25 FFGA
members, 107 non-member producers and 19 industry representative in
attendance.
Ranching Opportunities is hosted by the Red-Bow Agricultural
Partnership. More information on the Red-Bow Ag Partnership can be
found at https://www.redbowag.com/
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CALGARY STAMPEDE CATTLE TRAIL
JULY 6-14, 2019

│ NUTRIEN WESTERN EVENT CENTRE
The UFA Cattle Trail is an interactive and engaging presentation of the
beef cattle industry. From pasture to plate, the UFA Cattle Trail tells the
story of beef and takes you on an exciting journey; exploring everything
from how calves are born to understanding the different cuts of beef you
see on your dinner table.
FFGA set up an interactive booth at this year's Cattle Trail with a video
showing water infiltration (taken at the Soil Health Field Days with Dr. Jill
Clapperton), planter boxes that show the roots systems of 6 forage
species (Timothy, Alfalfa, Red Clover, Smooth Brome, Orchard Grass and
Cicer Milk Vetch) and our most popular exhibit, our "Cow Booth".
Over the course of 10 days hundreds of thousands of people walked
through the Cattle Trail area and we talked to as many as we could as
they engaged in these interactive displays. This is one way that FFGA is
working to bring awareness of Agriculture to consumers. A special thank
you to Christine Fulkerth at Olds College for helping us with our planter
boxes.

SOUTHERN ALBERTA GRAZING SCHOOL FOR WOMEN
JULY 16 & 17, 2019

│ MILK RIVER CIVIC CENTRE

The Southern Alberta Grazing School for Women (SAGSW) was developed
with the aim to provide ladies with information on range and grazing
management that will help them manage their farm or ranch, and to give
them hands-on skills that they can apply at home. This was the 16th year
that the school has been offered and sold out.
Topics in 2019 included; grazing principles and practices, range health &
post-fire managment, Range Health Assessments, linking riparian health
to management, species at risk and grazing management, stocking rate
Jeopardy, and Riparian Health Assessements. One of the most popular
elements of the SAGSW is the Ranching Women Producer Highlight
where 2 ranching ladies share their stories.
The SAGSW school was hosted in the Milk River area and saw 2 FFGA
members, 25 non-member producers and 10 industry representatives
attend. This school is hosted by; Cows and Fish, Government of Alberta,
MD Pincher Creek, FFGA, Southern Alberta Land Trust, Starland County,
Alberta Conservation Association, Operation Grassland Community, MD
Willow Creek, Chinook Applied Research Association, and Warner County.
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RANCHER - RESEARCHER SUMMER TOUR
AUGUST 7, 2019

│ SUNDRE & CREMONA AREA - RUGBY HALL
This tour gave agricultural scientists, specialists and producers a chance
to connect while exploring the linage and adaptation of new technologies
at the farm & ranch level. This tour showcased 2 producers who took part
in a pilot program that aimed to increase adoption of scientific
innovations; Mastin Seeds in Sundre (Linking producer priorities with
crop development) and Morrie & Debbie Goetjen Ranch (Adapting
innovations at the ranch level).
This tour was saw 5 FFGA members, 5 non-member producers and 21
industry representatives and scientists in attendance. The afternoon was
dedicated to a round table discussion that allowed the producers and
scientists in the room talk about research priorities, direction of research,
and how to increase adoptation of innovation.
This event was hosted by Alberta Beef Producers, Forage & Grazing
Centre, Alberta Beef, FFGA and Chinook Applied Research Association
(CARA).

CANADIAN BEEF INDUSTRY CONFERENCE
AUGUST 12 -15, 2019

│ BMO CENTRE CALGARY

Born out of the National Beef Strategy the goal of Canadian Beef Industry
Conference (CBIC) is to bring all faucets of the cattle industry together to
connect. This conference provides an opportunity for the beef industry to
share information, learn from educational and informational sessions
and attend an industry impactful tradeshow.
The CBIC was hosted at the BMO Centre in Calgary in 2019 and was well
attended by producers, and industry representatives. There were many
topics over the 3 days that fell within a few common themes; food policy,
nutrition and how beef fits, investment strategies, innovation, trade,
market updates and communication.
FFGA staff attended the CBIC and helped man the ARECA booth. This
gave us an opportunity to talk about regenerative agriculture, soil health
and grazing management, how the applied research and forage
associations fit in the realm of ag research and the great work that our
producers are doing.
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UNION FORAGE FIELD DAY
AUGUST 30, 2019

│ BASSANO & GEM AB

FFGA joined Gold Sponsor Union Forage for an informative field day at Mike and Duane Hales
feedlot operation east of Bassano and Gemstone Cattle Company in Gem, AB. This hands-on
tour provided a day of interaction with other producers and learning different grazing
management practices of annuals and perennials forages. We looked at the Gemstone Cattle
pasture raised breeding program as well as bulls and heifers.
Discussion topics included; soil health, annual cover crop pasture stands, legume and grass mix
pasture stands, pasture improvement methods, rotational grazing management, cell grazing,
Gallagher Electric Fencing, winter grazing management, winter watering and soft weaning
methods.
The excitement around forages was palpable among the 150 producers in audience with lots of
opportunities for questions and networking.
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WESTERN CANADA CONFERENCE ON SOIL HEALTH & GRAZING
DECEMBER 10 - 12, 2019

│ DOUBLE TREE HOTEL, EDMONTON

Farming and ranching for soil health enhances biodiversity and increases biological activity, both of
which are absent in current production technology. In both cases integrating plant diversity, keeping
the soil covered, maintaining living roots as long as possible, and minimal soil disturbance leads to
reduced crop inputs, greater infiltration and water holding capacity, and a myriad of environmental
and social benefits. Soil health is greatly enhanced when practiced in conjunction with animal
agriculture.
The Western Canada Conference on Soil Health & Grazing (WCCSHG) was back in 2019 and sold out
with 570 producers and industry representatives in attendance. The theme of the 2019 WCCSHG
was "Our Future is in the Soil" and the presentations reflected this theme. The WCCSHG is planned
and hosted by 7 Applied Research and Forage Associations; North Peace Applied Research
Association (NPARA), Peace Country Beef & Forage Association (PCBFA), Mackenzie Applied
Research Association (MARA), Lakeland Applied Research Association (LARA), Gateway Research
Organization (GRO), Chinook Applied Research Assocation (CARA), Grey Wooded Forage Association
(GWFA), FFGA, Battle River Research Group (BRRG) and West Central Forage Assocation (WCFA).
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PROJECTS & DEMONSTRATION SITES
Operation Pollinator
Soil Health Benchmarking Study (CARA Soil Health Lab)
Thurn Pit Demonstration Site
Carbon Pasture Project - ARECA
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OPERATION POLLINATOR PROJECT - FINAL YEAR

│

2017-2019
SOIL CONSERVATION COUNCIL OF CANADA, SYNGENTA,
ARECA & FFGA
Native bees are a key species of terrestrial ecosystems and provide valuable
ecosystem services. As we all know, there is significant concern in both rural and
urban areas about the loss of pollinator habitat and the resulting impact on the
ecosystem integrity and our food supply. In order to support a healthy bee population,
we need to offer a continuous supply of floral resources, most of which are native
plants that, in turn, depend on native bees in order to successfully reproduce. ARECA
member associations and their producer members have stepped up to seed 38 sites
across Alberta. We had some amazing results in bringing pollinators back to the
landscape, and these sites will become more than pollinator habitat. Eventually,
Operation Pollinator Project can help Alberta to maintain healthy and sustainable
pollinator habitat that will have positive effects on bee populations.
The Operation Pollinator project officially wrapped up fall of 2019. FFGA has fulfilled all
obligations for this project. We are pleased to hear that all 5 of our producer partners
are going to keep their Operation Pollinator site as is to further encourage the growth
of bee populations on their operation. Congratulations to everyone who participated
on a successful project!
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SOIL HEALTH BENCHMARKING PROJECT
2018 -2023

│ FFGA & CHINOOK APPLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (CARA)

There is an increasing interest in the link between soil health, plant health and ultimately food
quality. Society is also concerned with carbon both in the air and soil. Since carbon and soil
health are very closely connected, management practices which improve carbon sequestration
will result in a healthy soil and nutritious food products.
The status and functionality of a soil should be measured not only by its chemical (fertility)
properties but also for its physical and biological properties. Chemical components of soil have
been intensively evaluated by commercial soil testing labs in Canada. Chemical fertility
recommendations have been based on this knowledge. The role of soil biology, however, is not
well understood and physical characteristics have not been monitored in AB. Evaluation of
biological soil characteristics has only become available during the past few years in
laboratories in the United States and more recently eastern Canada. The existing biological labs
do not base analysis and recommendations on parameters specifically related to Alberta soils.
CARA’s Soil Health Lab provides a unique service in evaluating soil health constraint indicators.
A biological and physical baseline developed within the province will provide a framework
which can help define strategies for managing and improving the productive capacity, and
sustainability, of our soils. Healthy soils produce healthy plants resulting in a higher quality
food product.
FFGA is a proud partner of the Soil Health Benchmarking Project. In 2019 we sampled 15
locations equaling 58 soil samples that were tested at the CARA Soil Health Lab and A & L Labs.
There are still 3 years left in this project and will see FFGA staff taking around 20 more samples
in 2020. After 2020 we will re-sample the same 15 locations sampled in 2019 to see how
managment strategies impact chemical, biological and physical properites of Alberta's soil. The
following 4 page soil sample report is an average of the 53 FFGA samples collected in 2019 and
was prepared by Dr. Yamily Zavala from the CARA Soil Health Lab.
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SOIL HEALTH BENCHMARKING PROJECT - FFGA
AVERAGE
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THURN PIT DEMONSTRATION SITE
2019-2020

│ FFGA & WHEATLAND COUNTY

Wheatland County has asked FFGA to partner on setting up the Thurn Pit site (located
near Beiseker, AB) with a rejuvenation demonstration focusing on increasing ground
cover, production of the site and robustness of the existing species. In it's current
state the Thurn Pit is a 40 acre site of mostly Crested Wheatgrass and Club Moss on
an old gravel pit.
FFGA & Wheatland County soil sampled the site in the summer 2019. The next step in
this project is to come up with 4-6 treatments that will be implemented in the Spring
of 2020. This project is unique in that our treatments can be creative and may
include; foliar applications to existing species, applying soil amendment products, sod
seeding various legume species to increase diversity, or possibly seeding an annual
mix for fall grazing. We will re-soil sample the site in the summer of 2020 and plan to
host a late summer or fall field day at the site. Stay tuned for more details!
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CARBON PASTURE PROJECT
2019-2020

│ FFGA & ARECA

OVERVIEW
Good rangeland management can enhance soil carbon sequestration
and reduce the likelihood of the release of greenhouse gases. These
management practices impose a significant impact on rangeland by
altering water and nutrient cycles through defoliation and trampling.
However, ecological processes regulating C sequestration in
rangeland ecosystems is still not well understood, largely due to the
difficulty in connecting site condition with management practice. It is
impossible to understand C storage without a baseline quantification
of rangeland C sequestration, and a more complete understanding of
the relationship between land management and soil C.
PURPOSE
To work closely with ARECA member associations and producers to
obtain detailed information on soil and site conditions, historical
management practice and carbon information on the rangeland.
Communicate results to scientific, producer and public audiences.
Develop extension materials pertinent to producers. The extension
materials will be created in a management manual format, based on
the data collected from producers. Upon conclusion of this extension
project, engagement videos will be released to summarize the project.
PROGRESS
31 out of 50 sites were sampled in the fall of 2019. Remaining sites
will be sampled in the spring of 2020.
Sample analysis is being conducted at the CARA Soil Health Lab.
Producer interviews are currently being completed by member
associations and their producers.
**All soil samples for the Carbon Pasture Project are taken using CARA’s Alberta
Soil Health Benchmarking sampling protocols**

NEXT STEPS
Remaining sites will be sampled in the spring of 2020.
Finish producer interviews. Associations are paid $500/Producer
interview.
Integrate producer information with scientific information to create
extension materials.
Applied Research/Forage Associations to host extension activities.
Release report of the case studies.
Release Carbon Sequestration on Alberta Rangeland Project video.
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FFGA is here to help producers with various Environmental programs and applications.

ENVIRONMENTAL FARM PLAN
Alberta Environmental Farm Plan is preparing for a future where the
majority of commodities are sustainably sourced. Consumers and the
agri-food industry are demanding proof, through third party
verification, that agricultural products are safe and healthy, and grown
with minimal impact on the environment. We will achieve that by
working with industry, sustainable sourcing initiatives, and other EFP
programs to create national standards, reduce overlap and to simplify
the EFP as much as possible, while retaining its integrity. The
Environmental Farm Plan has been developed to help meet the demand
of sustainably sourced products and is a voluntary, whole farm selfassessment tool that helps producers indentify their environmental
risks and develop plans to mitigate identified risks.

CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL PARTNERSHIP (CAP)
The Canadian Agricultural Partnership (CAP) is a five-year, $3 billion dollar
federal-provincial-territorial investment in the agriculture, agri-food and agribased products sector that began in April 2018, and is the successor of the
2013-18 Growing Forward 2 partnership. In Alberta, the Canadian Agricultural
Partnership represents a federal-provincial investment of $406 million in
strategic programs and initiatives for the agricultural sector. In consultation
with stakeholders, programs were developed under five themes:
Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change; Products, Market Growth
and Diversification; Science and Research; Risk Management; and Public Trust.
The following CAP Themes are accepting applications from producers as of
March 4, 2020;
Accelerating the Advancement of Agricultural Innovation
Adapting Innovative Solutions in Agriculture
Efficient Grain Dryer
Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change - Producer
Farm Water Supply
Irrigation Efficiency
CAP is a cost share funding program that producers can apply to. Each theme
has it's own levels of funding and requirements. For more details visit
https://cap.alberta.ca/CAP/Programs/role/Primary%20Producer-FarmerRancher or connect with FFGA's Environmental & Communication Coordinator
Sonja Bloom.
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TAYLOR WELLS
2020 BURSARY RECIPIENT
Greetings FFGA Members;
My name is Taylor Wells and I grew up on an acreage east of Pincher Creek, AB where my love
for the livestock and performance horse industry started. My passion for agriculture is what
lead me to Lakeland College in Vermilion, AB where I received my diploma in Agribusiness;
Livestock Production in June of 2019.
I chose to continue my studies at the University of Lethbridge to complete my degree in
Agriculture Studies. I enjoy training and showing horses, skiing, traveling, learning about
agriculture and spending time at home. I feel extremely blessed to have grown up in a
ranching community, where I was able to obtain many valuable skills. I am proud to be
involved in such an incredible industry and that I am a part of the next generation of
farmers and ranchers feeding the world.

Taylor Wells
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FFGA PARTNERS
Foothills Forage and Grazing Association is a proud member of;

Agricultural Research Extension Council of Alberta

Canadian Roundtable for Sustainable Beef

Foothills Forage and Grazing Association receives funding from:

CORPORATE SPONSORS
GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE
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COUNTY PARTNERS
Foothills Forage and Grazing Association would like to thank our Municipal Partners
for their support

